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After working in the music industry for more than a
decade, Julia Murray’s career took a different path which
led to the Cotswolds, she tells Sharon Martin

A

s a teenager, Julia Murray
was fascinated by the
spaces people lived in and
would often put pencil
to paper and draw well
thought out floorplans. Her
love of interiors stayed with her throughout
adulthood and whilst working in project
management roles for EMI Records, dreams
of designing interiors were never far from her
thoughts.
Travel was another passion, so Julia left
EMI and embarked on a journey around the
world with her husband Neil. After a year of
travelling to some incredible places, Julia and
her husband returned to the UK to begin the
next chapter of their lives.
“I decided to take a career break to
raise our two sons, I ran a five-star holiday
property in the Cotswolds and then I
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retrained to renovate the houses we lived in,”
Julia says.
“I loved breathing new life and flow into
the dysfunctional and shabby properties
that we renovated, and wanted to share the
knowledge and experience I gained in doing
that for other people, so I decided to set
up my interior design business, The House
Ministry in 2011 initially as a sole practitioner.
As the business grew we became a limited
company in 2017.”
Julia loves the variety of her job and
recognises there are two important elements
which need to be acknowledged with every
client.
“Firstly, we recognise that we are in the
emotions business. It is our job to interpret
the needs and aspirations of the clients and
solve their problems with the space in order
to distil everything into a design that not only

gives them the wow factor and an emotional
boost each time they step into it, but also
provides somewhere that is practical and
functional.
“The second part is the meticulous
attention to detail that is needed to
see a quality design and renovation
implemented through to the end. That
involves commissioning and managing the
tradespeople, specifying ordering and tracking
all the furnishings and working with other
property professionals on the more complex
construction projects.
“Interior design is not just concerned with
prettying up a space, but is very much involved
with space planning, electrical and lighting
plans, permissions, site safety, managing the
relationships with everyone involved on the
project through to a successful conclusion.
“In summary it is around 20% design and

80% project management.” Julia says.
The House Ministry, with Julia at the
helm, have cemented a loyal client base which
extends throughout Europe and the USA.
Julia gives an example of the challenges she
encountered when working on a converted
woollen mill Grade II apartment for a USAbased client.
“Every room had at least two supporting
posts in awkward places. It made for really
challenging furniture layouts and a lot of
holding of the breath when the beds with
custom headboards were fitted into place.
There was literally only millimetres to spare.
“Much of the communication during the
project was done by transatlantic phone or
video calls. In hindsight it was great learning
for moving to virtual design in a pandemic
world.” Julia loves to incorporate bespoke
elements into projects. “There have been
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many high-end projects where I’ve worked
with custom pieces, and it’s always so exciting
for me to deliver something truly unique to
my clients. My favourite project was when
we managed to incorporate a little laundry
chute from a bathroom to a utility room. It
was a great win for the client, and endlessly
fascinating for their children!”

P

assionate, Julia believes is an
over-used word in her sector,
with almost every interior
designer saying they are
passionate about design.
“Our difference is that we are passionate
about the outcome for our clients. We derive
great pleasure from seeing their reaction to
the end result.
“That’s why I named the business
The House Ministry. We have the same
expectations of the finished result as we
would have for our own home.”
Julia is very hands on at the forefront
of the business, while Neil works behind
the scenes. “I am very hands on, because
of my commitment to bringing about an
outstanding result for our clients. I am of
course involved with understanding the
clients’ requirements and developing the
design side of things but will often be found
on site at 8am to brief the particular trade
starting that day. I have found attention to
detail, a great working process and nurturing
good working relationships with everyone
involved in the project pays dividends.”
Neil, a change programme consultant
operating in the financial services industry,
has become increasingly involved as the
business grows and his financial training
and expertise is key to ensuring disciplined
management of clients’ budgets.
“Neil has become an integral part of
the business regarding the accountability of
any money that we hold or spend on behalf
of clients, he’s an expert in the field,” Julia
reveals.
Regarding predictions for 2021, with the
changes to domestic living that Covid-19 and
the lockdown have brought about, people
need to make the best use of every room in
their house, including the outdoor areas.
“Furnishing rooms for dual purpose living
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– for instance a dining room that doubles as a
home office. When there are greater numbers
of people in a house spending time together,
there is a need for some private, quiet spaces
for individuals to retreat to with a cup of
something and maybe a book to escape from
the hustle and bustle and clear their mind.
“The indoor-outdoor space is going to be
ever more important as a place to entertain
safely, and there are some great outdoor
fabrics and rugs, furniture and lighting
available for decorating those areas.” Julia
says. “There also seems to be a stronger desire
for sourcing items from the local area, being
mindful about donating unwanted items
rather than putting them in a skip, as well as
an emphasis on all round wellbeing, such as
healthy eating, friendships and exercising,”
Julia adds.
Julia and Neil have exciting plans to
continue to grow the business over the
next 12 months. “We have been working

with other local property experts to set up
a collaborative venture called Cheltenham
Platinum Property Specialists, covering
Cheltenham and the Cotswolds.
“We retain our own individual businesses,
while offering a seamless, client-focused
service covering all aspects of property design
and build incorporating architecture, interior
design, landscape design and superb quality
construction for higher end projects,” Julia
reveals.
The House Ministry’s’ mantra is to design
living spaces which will provoke emotional
responses and transform the way their clients
feel every time they walk through the door.
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